2019 Mini-Medical School
Wednesday, October 9, 2019

Agenda

Hepatitis C – A Case Study

6:00 – 6:30 p.m. Refreshments
First-Floor Lobby, Claude Moore Medical Education Building (CMMEB)

6:30 – 6:35 p.m. Welcome/Agenda
Dr. Sean Reed
Learning Studio, CMMEB

6:35 – 6:50 p.m. Introduction to Population Health
Dr. Sean Reed
Learning Studio, CMMEB

6:50 – 7:20 p.m. Hepatitis C & Cirrhosis (Clinical Pathophysiology)
Dr. Neeral Shah
Learning Studio, CMMEB

7:20 – 7:40 p.m. Break, Snack

7:40 – 8:05 p.m. Epidemiology/Health Screening (Prevalence and Incidence)
Dr. Kristen Wells
Learning Studio, CMMEB

8:05 – 8:15 p.m. Health Policy-Population Health & Pharmacology (The Arrival of Harvoni)
Dr. Sean Reed
Learning Studio, CMMEB

8:15 – 8:35 p.m. Navigating the Ethics of Rationing Healthcare
Dr. Sean Reed
Learning Studio, CMMEB

8:35 – 8:45 p.m. Wrap-up
Dr. Sean Reed